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to b. weak, and. so it is a. ..an& ..literal].y,it would be away from ydu.r being,

wouldn't it. So it is a slight Ithing for you to read.. It doesn't actually mean

that it is .it n is compared this way, it is too ti slight a thing. A slighter

thing then than...yes, not that it is a WIiht thing for you to be z a servant,

but it is * a slight thing for you to be a servant ...Of course it .eat That z fits

with 1sa. 142 where the servant was "ntxirel, described as s.methin towart the

...ant ...speaking of changes of speakers .*no of the most interesting

Is the assent psalm whir. I will ... the lart said unto me ... the ring asia

It is not tiffisult to figzre out about it. It is rather interesting hers. Th.

servant is speaking or the servant is fulfilling what Got has said. H. said.,

it is not light... hen, is a... for art then righteous that then sh.ult.st

I think that the true light is ... I to not think that it wei-. could. be taken as

but I 4. not think that there is any reason t. think that it is possible t asy literature

that a question may scour without Indication, but in English we use a

H. said. to as, You have been tilt that it is too light for you to to this tr.mentoiie
little

tig I would. think that this alone is toe 4" for you... such a tremendous

is too mush for any-body, but he says, my service for you toe great. or even this

great task t. fill in is ... But I am giving you something mush greater. Which

would. take things bask to ia.. In order ferns us to ... (Q) Yes, it is the

light of the nations. Yes, this very great thing is going to be ... far beyond the

breaking up of the ... It is to be light for any ... the nations ant to be GiL'.

to the very end of the earth... it is a tremendous thing that ... about the

servant.., way beyond. things .. by Jacob... it is not denying that ... it is just far
which

greater..-.Lt is the only thing that chapter 142 where you might think that the

whole nation would ... turn. Number seven, Mr. Lee? () Yes, a light of the nations

to the distant nations that are in ... that not knowing God and truth, net knowing

the meaning of life to bring them the understanding of light. He siA, I am thshight

of the world.. ()
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